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interpret their common law in very difierent ways, the Chapter
advantage of a common interpretation is not negligible,,    	1
though, on the other hand, the Dominions are more
active in amendments of that law than the United
Kingdom has been in the past. Nor should there be
ignored the sentimental value attaching in many minds
in the Dominions to the appeal to the King as in some
way a link of Empire, especially at the time when such
links are being reduced almost to invisibility. The fact
that the finding of the Judicial Committee is not
strictly speaking a judgement, but is promulgated as
an order of the King in Council, has an effect which is
not unimportant, however much it may be deemed
irrelevant from the purely logical standpoint.
The objections1 are many and of very varying weight.
The constitutional objections that the appeal is a sign
of Dominion dependence on the United Kingdom has
been deprived of value by the Statute of Westminster,
which puts in legal form the right of the Dominions to
choose their own final Court of Appeal. The objection
to the personnel of the court means in essence that it
is in fact essentially constituted of British judges, since
no salaries are provided either imperially or locally for
the services of such Dominion members as there are.
That could be remedied by Dominion or British action
if it were the only issue involved. The objection that
the court may contain a Lord President is based on the
mistaken idea that the Lord President ever sits to hear
judicial appeals; the presence of the Lord Chancellor
is a different matter, but English legal tradition denies
that sitting on such an appeal the Chancellor can be
influenced by political grounds. It may be admitted
1 H. Hughes, Judicial Autonomy in the British Commonwealth (1931).

